Visit to the Church, Gurudwara, Mosque & Temple
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Ganesh Idol

The Ganesh idol coming to school to bless the little ones.

Fun with Water

The children of KG II were given certificates of graduation.
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Don't Cry Over Spilt Milk
Fatima Indori

Dr. Paul Brandwine was a famous science teacher at George Washington High
School in New York. During his first lecture of the session, he used to carry a bottle of milk
in the laboratory and place it on the desk. The students as they entered the class used to think
and wonder with curiosity what Dr. Paul would do with that bottle of milk. But Dr. Paul
would astonish his students by smashing the bottle into the sink and then simply saying,
“Don't Cry over the spilt milk.” He would gather the students near the sink and let them
watch the milk going down and draining. Then he would explain his students that the milk
has all gone and now we cannot bring back even a single drop of it. All we can do is to forget
it and go on to the next thing. He used to perform this simple demonstration just to show how
unproductive worry is.
Of course, there are occasions when one commits a mistake which cannot be
corrected or undone. But lingering on the past will only ruin the present and the future and
nothing else. We cannot bring back the time but sitting and shedding tears won't be of any
help either.
After a huge failure, many a times we are afraid of restarting something. Yet I
believe it is not so difficult. The only thing you need to do is to be courageous. Just open the
doors and windows of the dark room and see how light and fresh air fills in .Never wait for
someone else to come and open the doors and windows for you. If you are doing so you are
committing one more mistake.
Realization of your mistake means half of the job is done. The remaining half lies in
the fact that you should not repeat it, but try and overcome the loss and here you are a
'Winner', a successful person and no obstacles of any magnitude can now stop you from
moving ahead.
Remember, no one can be your better 'Mentor' than you yourself because you are the
one who is better aware of your strength and weaknesses.
The concept of 3 R's i.e. Reduce, Reuse and Recycle also follow here. Reduce your
weakness, failure and fear. Reuse your strength to overcome them and recycle your life and
work with determination and enthusiasm again.
So, why wait then, just take a step forward but in the right direction this time.
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My IPS Tree
Asha Bakhtar

Today I visited my IPS Tree.
Which had grown from a small seed
Sown by holy family group,
New it has fine branches,
And tender greenish leaves,
And beautiful white blossoms
It has grown too big,
By absorbing good values as its nutrients
New roots have grown long and long,
Searching necessary nutrients
The tree has different branches
Known as standards;
It has the minute branches
Known as divisions;
Each class is a leaf
Leaves prepare food through photosynthesis
Classes prepare good result through
Hard work of the students;
Teachers are the blossoms of the tree
Who spread lovely fragrance
Teachers advice the students
And make them perfect in order to reach
Their precious ambitions
Any storm or deadly wind
Couldn't destroy my IPS Tree,
Because it is well rooted
With prayers of students and teachers
And especially that of
Our lovely Principal
I love my IPS Tree.
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Failures are the Pillars of Success
Arpana Satralkar

In today's life, students are bombarded with messages informing them that
“Winning is everything”. This conveys the implicit message that there is only one winner in
any contest. For example when you finish your exams and await your results you feel as if
butterflies are flying in your stomach. Finally when you do get your result, you are
disappointed because you have failed. Instead of being depressed, analyse the reason why
you have failed. Then you will realize that if you had studied more, you would have got a
higher score. From this, you resolve to spend at least three hours a day doing nothing but
studying. Just as anticipated you pass and you realize at the same time that learning a lesson
from a failure is the best route of the intelligentsia such as Thomas Edison who had realized
at one time or other that the only way to success is from failure.
People in general from all over the globe have experienced failures at some
point of their life. They need to understand that learning from their mistakes and short
comings can only help them improve. Nobody is perfect and success will take time.
Determination and ability to learn from ones failures is the only shortcut to success.
Before I conclude, may I remind you that learning from one's previous
failures is the sure route to success. Whether its Thomas Edison or just an ordinary man they
have all to go through the experience of failures before climbing the ladder of success.
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A Magic Box of Good Health
and Happiness

Pradhnya Shinde

To reach a peaceful stage we must follow some suggestions which this magic box tells us.
1.
Drink plenty of water.
2.
Eat breakfast like a king, lunch like a prince and dinner like a beggar.
3.
Eat more food that grow on trees and plants.
4.
Eat green, raw vegetables and seasonal fruits regularly.
5.
Live with the 3E's -Energy, Enthusiasm and Empathy.
6.
Take 10-30 minutes walk daily and while you walk, smile.
7.
Play more games and read more books.
8.
Make time to pray.
9.
Do some good to someone everyday.
10. Spend some time for meditation.
11. Learn to love the work you do
12. Be satisfied with what you are and what you have.
13. Say cheerful and pleasant words and share positive thoughts.
14. Avoid anger and pride.
15. Always plan to do something good and great.
So please follow this magic box and enjoy life.
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Learning tools for students Or
How to learn more effectively

Savita Bakhtar

If you want to read more effectively identify what you want to learn from each
resource you read and know how deeply you want to study the material. And, consider
“active reading by making notes and marking up the material as you go along. It's also
useful to know how to study different type of material.
Making your own table of contents before you read material, and using glossaries
for technical resource, are other useful reading strategies.

Further Reading Tips
The time when you read a document plays a role in how easy the reading will be, and
how much information you'll retain.
If you need to read a text that is tedious, or requires a great deal of concentration, it's
best to tackle it when you have the most energy in the day. Our article, is this a morning task?
It's helps you work out when this is , so that you can schedule your reading time accordingly.
Where you read is also important. Reading at night, in bed, doesn't work for many
people because it makes them sleepy (which means that you may not remember the
information). Everyone is different, however, so read in a place that's comfortable, free of
distractions, and that has good light this is important even if your reading from a screen.
It can be helpful to review the information when you've finished reading. When
you're done, write a paragraph that explains, in your own words, what you just learned.
Often, putting pen to paper can help strengthen your recall of new information, so that you
retain it more effectively.
“Remember that it takes practice to develop your learning skills and your reading
skills the more you use their strategies, the more effective you'll become.
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Visit to Railway Station

Students of Indo Public School Amravati visited model railway station on 23rd
Nov. 2011 after due permission from railway station master Amravati.
Students got the information about ticketing for reservation and inquiry.

Fun with Water

Learning outcome sharing their experience with water verbally after a water
play. It is fun to play with water. Water makes us feel so fresh. We use water for
drinking bathing. Water is special in many ways. They enjoy with water.
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Numbers & Operation

Maths lab provides students who are exhibiting difficulties in subject area.
Instead of relying on lectures and note talking an ideal way to teach valuable
information in Maths lab is through hand on activities that engage learners to

Puppet Show

Puppet show was organized for class IV to identify the different forms of living
heritage from visual representation and describe their distinctive features. It is a
source of entertainment for people especially children, Puppet show not only
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